
We have a new series of videos highlighting former and
current students' experiences with CSML's undergraduate
and graduate certificate programs.

First video featured is on T. Lucas Makinen '20, a former
astrophysics student.

Watch the video here.

Ricardo Masini joined CSML this
January and taught CSML’s flagship
undergraduate data science course,
SML 201: Introduction to Data Science,
this past semester.

Before joining CSML, he was a visiting
professor at the Department of
Operations Research and Financial
Engineering in 2019. Read more here.
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Princeton researchers are helping lead a $1
million project, funded by the National
Science Foundation, that uses artificial
intelligence to simulate the nation’s natural
groundwater system in an effort to improve
water management and help people better
prepare for flooding and drought. 

Peter Melchior, assistant professor of
astrophysical sciences, jointly appointed to
CSML, and Vineet Bansal, CSML senior
research software engineer, are key
personnel in this study.
Read more here.

Abigail Doyle Ryan Adams

Abigail Doyle, the A. Barton Hepburn
Professor of Chemistry, and Ryan Adams,
professor of computer science and director
of the CSML undergraduate certificate
program, collaborated on an open-source
software tool that provides them with a
state-of-the-art optimization algorithm for
creating chemical compounds faster and
more efficiently. Read more here.

Princeton researchers have developed a tool
that flags potential biases in sets of images
used to train artificial intelligence systems. 

Olga Russakovsky, an assistant professor
of computer science, worked this research
with Arvind Narayanan, an associate
professor of computer science. Both
Russakovsky and Narayanan are affiliateed
with CSML.
Read more here.
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Latest News

Since our last newsletter, the Center for Statistics and Machine Learning has been a
hive of activity and growth, despite a pandemic hampering many in-person
engagements. We marked the end of the spring semester with our annual poster
session and were pleased to celebrate the accomplishments of 100 undergraduates and
16 graduate students earning SML certificates. Other notable events included new
faculty joining the center, the publication of exciting research, enriching online events,
and the expansion of educational opportunities for students and the larger data science
community on campus.

Check out our highlights below.

Students News

In the summer of 2020, three Princeton undergraduate students took part in
internships sponsored by CSML, where they optimized irrigation methods, built
machine learning agents that process human commands, and explored the mechanism
of how research papers get accepted by machine learning conferences. Read more
here.

Undergraduate students marked the end of the certificate program with their
participation in the annual poster session in May, which featured innovative projects
across myriad topics, from COVID-19's impact on the real estate market to the use of
data science to analyze skin cancer. Read more about the poster session here.

Three students received special recognition this year for their research presented at the
annual poster session: Kavya Chaturvedi ’21, Princeton School of Public and
International Affairs, Byron Chin ’21, Department of Mathematics, and Alexandria
Skarzynski ’21, Department of Sociology. Read more about them here.

A record number of 100 graduating seniors earned the CSML undergraduate
certificates in 2021, a number that has increased progressively over the years. See our
infographic above detailing the growth of the undergraduate program.

It was another year of growth for the graduate certificate program at CSML, which
saw 16 graduate students completing the program, an increase from 13 in the previous
year and eight for the first cohort in 2019. See above for our infographic detailing the
program's steady growth.Read more about this year's graduates here.

Faculty and Staff News
During winter break 2021, the two-week Princeton Research Computing Bootcamp
welcomed over 300 registrants for various computing courses, from foundational
programming skills to high-performance computing. The Bootcamp, which was held from
January 19 to 29, drew mostly graduate students and postdocs but also a few
undergraduates and faculty members. CSML was one of the sponsors of the
event. CSML's Daisy Huang, lectuer; Vineet Bansal, senior research software
engineer; and DataX data scientists Brian Arnold and Andrzej Zuranski participated
as instructors. Read more here.

Vineet Bansal was featured in another article highlighting his work with CSML,
especially his collaborations with Ben Raphael, professor of computer science, on
computational biology and bioinformatics research, and Reed Maxwell, professor of civil
and environmental engineering and the High Meadows Environmental Institute. Both
faculty members are affiliated with CSML.

 
T. Lucas Makinen '20, a former astrophysics and CSML student, and Melchior were part
of a team that developed a deep learning tool for radio cosmology. Radio cosmologists are
interested in collecting and analyzing hydrogen radio emissions outside the Milky Way, but
current methods over-substract these emissions from collected data. This tool, deep21, will
recover these lost emissions. 

Read more about this research here.

DataX Research News

Ten new interdisciplinary research projects have won funding from Princeton University’s
Schmidt DataX Fund, with the goal of spreading and deepening the use of artificial
intelligence and machine learning across campus in order to accelerate discovery.

The 10 faculty projects, supported through a major gift from the Schmidt Futures
Foundation, involve 19 researchers and several departments and programs, from
computer science to politics.

The projects explore a variety of subjects, including an analysis of how money and
politics interact, discovering and developing new materials exhibiting quantum
properties, and advancing natural language processing through the automatic
construction of novel knowledge bases. 

Read more here.

Under the DataX Fund, several research teams have been busy exploring how data
science tools can speed up scientific discovery in a wide range of disciplines. From
these teams, we recently profiled four projects that have yielded promising results: 

harnessing machine learning to unveil the history of the Milky Way

using data science techniques to study mass social behavior

advancing computer captioning technologies

using neural networks to design, model, understand, and control quantum
dynamics phenomena between atoms within molecules

These projects, along with four others, received funding in November 2019 from DataX.

DataX welcomed three new data scientists to campus. Their names are Brian Arnold,
Amy Winecoff and Jose A. Garrido Torres.They were individually profiled on the
CSML website. Links to their profile articles can be found by clicking on their
names above.

The data scientists' mission is to help drive the development and improvement of data-
analyses to enable more impactful research in three areas on campus: the Princeton
Catalysis Initiative, the biomedical data science initiative, and the Center for Information
Technology Policy (CITP). 

Arnold works in the biomedical data science initiative while Winecoff is assigned to CITP
and Garrido Torres to the Princeton Catalysis Initiative.
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